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◆ You can sign up now for next year’s World ATM Congress 
 (6-8 March 2018)! Laptops and helpers are standing by to get you 
 registered at the World ATM Congress Stand 105.
◆  SESAR Briefings from 10.30–13.30 at Stand 889.
◆ Your last chance to treat yourself to hot dogs and sweets from food 

trucks in Plazas 1 and 4.

Íñigo de la Serna Hernáiz, Minister, Ministry of Public Works and 
Transport, Spain, talks to the media after the opening of World ATM 
Congress 2017.

Don't 
Miss!

The unmanned aerial vehicle 
(UAV) industry is like a baby at 
full term—it’s going to be born 

whether its air traffic management 
family is ready or not, said Teri Bris-
tol, Chief Operating Officer, Federal 
Aviation Administration Air Traffic Or-
ganization, during the final Confer-
ence Programme session Wednes-
day morning. 

“We just need to make sure we 
don’t use King Herod as our model 
of childcare management,” quipped 
Michael Baldwin, Deputy Director 
General, Directorate-General for Mo-
bility and Transport, European Com-
mission.

The current speed of UAV technol-
ogy is amazing, bringing in a “whole 
bunch of new, non-aviation kids” 
into the staid ATM industry, Baldwin 
said. And the industry is keen to find 
a regulatory system that is not just 
safe, secure, and flexible, but also 
integrates and welcomes the new 

“This is one area where I truly be-
lieve that industry cooperating with 
ANSPs can come up with a solu-
tion,” he said. “ICAO is not really the 
right place where these discussions 
should occur, because none of these 

aircraft are likely to cross interna-
tional boundaries. And do we really 
want ICAO regulating domestic op-
erations?”

Shum also discussed privacy, 

Ready or Not, Drones are Coming to a UTM Near You

Kevin Shum, Director General, Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore, talks about 
concerns during Session Four: Airspace and UTM: Driving the Future or Left 
Behind?

players. 
The challenge, he said, is, “if you 

had a new, hard-charging, disrup-
tive—or should we say seismic—
technology, would you choose the 
ATM world to implement that?”

ATM is scrambling to maintain its 
stellar record of safety and security 
while also facilitating the develop-
ment of a new market, Baldwin said. 
But there’s immense pressure to get 
the regulatory approach right to help 
ensure consumer acceptance of 
drone technology. “We could kill this 
industry ourselves,” he warned. 

Baldwin ended his opening speech 
with a series of questions for session 
panelists: “What lessons will drones 
bring to the ATM? Will they lead to 
more competition? We’re all talking 
a good game, but can we deliver a 
good game?”

Bristol said the FAA is taking a 
very methodical approach to UAV 
regulation. It has published rules for 

hobbyists and small UAV operators, 
and there are currently over 720,000 
drones registered in the US. “But the 
FAA is not going to build a UTM (un-
manned aircraft system traffic man-
agement) model because the indus-
try is much better equipped to do 
that than we are,” she said.

Baldwin said the European Com-
mission is currently working on a 
regulatory system for small drones, 
with a use-base blueprint scheduled 
for the end of April. The Commission 
doesn’t have additional provisions 
for registration because most of its 
member states do that very well, he 
said. But it is looking at developing 
European standards for international 
marking and identification of drones. 

Kevin Shum, Director General, 
Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore, 
said his country is very interested 
in working with the UAV industry to 
develop identification solutions for 
different types of drone use in a con-
trolled airspace. 

“Much of the 
acceptance of 
drones in our 
industry depends on 
how we connect to 
the end user.”
 –Marc Kegelaers, CEO, 
   Unifly nv

http://www.worldatmcongress.org/
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Platinum Sponsors

World ATM Congress 
Thanks Our Sponsors
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Additional Sponsors

 

Visit CANSO – Stand 403

◆   Meet the team
◆   Find out about CANSO regions and 
 workgroups
◆   Access the latest ATM best practice and  
 guidance materials
◆   Ask about CANSO’s products and services 
◆   Learn about member benefits and 
 promotional opportunities
 

Listen > Share > Learn > Innovate
www.canso.org

◆   Test your futbol skills for prizes: futbol 
 jerseys, flags, and scarves given away daily
◆   Visit ATCA’s member lounge and catch up 

with other ATCA members
◆   Sample beverages and treats
◆   Catch up on your reading with 
 ATCA’s outstanding publications
◆   Hear what’s new at this year’s 62nd ATCA 

Annual Conference and Exposition, and 
 other premier ATCA events

www.atca.org

Visit ATCA – Stand 201 

http://www.boeing.com
http://www.thalesgroup.com
http://www.atca.org/
http://www.canso.org/
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T he German air navigation ser-
vice provider (ANSP) DFS 
Deutsche Flugsicherung and 

global consulting and technology 
provider Indra have implemented 
the next-generation iTEC Centre 
Automation System (iCAS) in the 
Karlsruhe control centre for most of 
the upper airspace above Germany. 
System tests and the first live opera-
tions at night have beensuccessfully 
completed. Full operational use of 
the system is planned between No-
vember 2017 and February 2018.

As part of a nationwide moderni-
sation programme, iCAS will replace 
the VAFORIT system, currently in 
place for upper area control in Karl-
sruhe. This will be followed by the 
system’s introduction at the German 
control centres in Bremen, Munich, 
and Langen for lower airspace. It will 
also be introduced at the Amsterdam 
centre of the Dutch ANSP LVNL, Ger-
many’s system group partner.

iCAS offers a higher level of auto-
mation and allows for 4D capabili-
ties, trajectory prediction, flight path 
conformance monitoring, and com-
plete interoperability between control 
centres in Europe.

Robert Schickling, COO of DFS, 
said, “The deployment of the iCAS 
system is a major step towards at-
taining the objectives set forth by 
the SESAR programme for the cre-
ation of a Single European Sky. 
With iCAS, we will be able to deliver 

higher service standards for the us-
ers of Europe’s skies, we will have 
improved operational performance 
with increased capacity gains and 
cost-efficiency, and less environ-
mental impact of flights. iCAS – the 
biggest investment and innovation 
programme at DFS – will replace the 
heterogeneous ATS systems that 
evolved over time at our control cen-
tres with one common system.”

The new system, based on iTEC 
technology, allows pilots to choose 
the most direct route, translating into 

savings of both fuel and time. Its cal-
culation capacity makes advanced 
planning of air traffic possible, avoid-
ing conflicts between routes and 
enabling the management of higher 
amounts of traffic, more smoothly 
and more punctually.

This system has been designed 
together with Indra to promote the 
introduction of free route airspace, 
enabling airlines to choose the most 
convenient journey. Testing per-
formed by DFS and EUROCONTROL 
to calculate the potential benefits de-

rived from introducing these types 
of flights in Germany, Belgium, Lux-
embourg, and the Netherlands have 
estimated annual savings of 9,000 
tonnes of fuel and a reduction of 
30,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions in 
the region.

The implementation of iCAS is 
framed within the iTEC Alliance which 
brings together Europe’s leading air 
navigation service providers. With 
Indra as their technology partner, 
the Alliance has developed the core 
components of the iTEC system; a 
common controller working position 
as well as a flight data processing 
system. In addition to the German 
ANSP DFS, the other iTEC partners 
are from Spain (ENAIRE), the Unit-
ed Kingdom (UK), the Netherlands 
(LVNL), and Norway (AVINOR), along 
with Indra as the technology provider. 
Lithuania (ORO Navagacija) and Po-
land (PANSA) will join in March 2017.

Karlsruhe is the second major Eu-
ropean control centre to implement 
iTEC technology, following Prestwick 
control centre. It started the en-route 
flight management of all air traffic 
in the airspace above Scotland and 
ocean traffic in the North Atlantic 
area in June of last year.

The iTEC components are expect-
ed to be deployed across many of 
the continent’s control centres in the 
upcoming years and will ultimately 
manage 31 percent of Europe’s air 
traffic.

DFS and Indra Move Forward in the Implementation of Single European Sky

Left to right: Marlou Banning, CFO LVNL; Rafael Gallego, Indra’s ATM Director 
General; Mindaugas Gustys, Acting Director General Oro Navigacija; Janusz 
Niedziela, PANSA President; Michiel van Dorst, CEO LVNL; Robert Schickling, 
COO DFS; Prof. Klaus-Dieter Scheurle, CEO DFS.

If it looks like World ATM Congress 
has been busier this year, it’s be-
cause it has – the show has en-

joyed a record attendance. A big part 
of this is because of the expanded 
number of countries attending, which 
is partly due to groups like the visit-
ing Chinese delegation, who traveled 
to Madrid for AeroMACS 2017, pre-
sented by the WiMAX Forum.

Ma Hui, Assistant to President, 

AeroMACS Brought Them Here, and World ATM Congress Impressed

Aviation Data Communication Corp. 
(ADCC), said his group has worked 
with AeroMACS steadily to invest in 
airport networks and applications 
for them, including surface move-
ment. ADCC is the only datalink 
service provider in China, and is a 
joint venture invested in by Air Traffic 
Management Bureau of CAAC and 
key airlines.

In addition to visiting AeroMACS, 

World ATM Congress 2017 welcomed members of the Chinese delegation. 
World ATM Now spoke with two members, from left, Tony Tang, Deputy General 
Manager, AOC Department, Aviation Data Communication Corp. (ADCC), and 
Ma Hui, Assistant to President, ADCC.

Hui, along with Tony Tang, Deputy 
General Manager, AOC Department, 
ADCC, and their colleagues, found 
great value in the free education pre-
sentations they attended. “Those 
presentations give us new ideas 
and something to think deeply on – 
they’re very impactful,” said Hui.

Looking forward to the future of 
Chinese ATM, the delegation is in 
a good position, as is their funding 
since the past decade. “A new trend 
in the aviation industry in China is that 
we are welcoming investors outside 
of the government,” said Hui, not-

ing that allowing the private sector 
to invest will allow them to expand 
services. “We’re trying to amend our 
former structure – it will come to real 
fruition in about five years.”

Some companies in the Exhibition 
have had a decade-long cooperation 
with ADCC – Indra, Thales, Rockwell 
Collins, Honeywell, and Airtel among 
them. “We have had strong joint ven-
tures and see further cooperation 
with service providers [in the future],” 
said Hui, showing further promise of 
future collaboration with the Chinese 
in aviation endeavors.

Attendees take in a presentation at Boeing Stand 816 on 8 March.
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World ATM Congress Exhibitor Listing and Floor Plan
IFEMA Feria de Madrid, Madrid  — 7–9 March, 2017

To Tower Theatre 
and Meeting Rooms

Company_Name ................. Stand Number
360world .................................................1165
42 Solutions ............................................1350

A-B-C
Adacel Systems, Inc. ................................598
ADB Safegate ...........................................335
Adder Technology ..................................1226
Advionics ..................................................967
AeroMACS - WiMAX Forum ....................143
Agile SDE, LLC .......................................1332
Air Navigation Services of the 
   Czech Republic (ANS CR) .....................957
Air Traffic Control Association ..................201
Air Traffic Technology 
   International .........................................1195
Air World Today Ltd ................................1103
Airbus ......................................................1105
Aireon LLC ................................................925
Airtel ATN ..................................................111
Airways New Zealand ...............................590
ALES, Member of ICZ Group .................1263
All Weather, Inc. ........................................853
Altitude Angel..........................................1378
ALTYS Technologies ...............................1208
Anhui Sun Create Electronics 
   Co., Ltd. .................................................470
AT-One ......................................................951
ATC Network ...........................................1194
Atech .......................................................1253
ATIS UHER SA ..........................................466
ATRiCS GmbH ..........................................433
ATS Data Design .......................................801
Avion Revue ............................................1360
Avitech GmbH ..........................................553
Azimut JSC ...............................................239
BAN 2000 GmbH .....................................851
Bayanat Engineering ................................592
Becker Avionics GmbH ..........................1350
Beel Technologies Inc. ...........................1235
Biral - Bristol Industrial & 
   Research Associates Ltd ......................969
Boeing .......................................................816
BridgeNet International ..........................1368
Brody Forbes ............................................145
BULATSA ................................................1167
Cadmos microsystems Srl .....................1348
Campbell Scientific Ltd ............................468
Casada Health Care ...............................1269
CGH Technologies, Inc. ...........................482
Civil Air Navigation Services 
   Organisation (CANSO)...........................403
Coastal Environmental 
   Systems, Inc. .........................................468
COMSOFT Solutions GmbH ..................1135
comsuisse AG ..........................................888
Comtech EF Data ...................................1137
COOPANS ................................................941
Copperchase Ltd ....................................1336
CPI - ASC Signal Division ........................955
CS Communications & Systemes ...........479
CS SOFT a.s. ..........................................1247
CST - Computer Simulation 
   Technology ...........................................1196
CXR Anderson Jacobson.......................1200

D-E-F
DF Núcleo .................................................805
DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung 
   GmbH.....................................................834
Diamond Antenna and 
 Microwave Corp ......................................135
DLR ...........................................................951
DLR GfR mbH .........................................1322
DSNA ........................................................480
DSNA Services - INNOV'ATM - 
   CGX Aéro ...............................................473
Easat Radar Systems Ltd ........................351

» list continues on page 5
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Exhibitor Listing
» from page 4

Company Name/Assigned Stand

Company Name/Assigned Stand Company Name/Assigned Stand Company Name/Assigned Stand

Edda Systems ........................................1145
Egis ...........................................................333
EGNOS .....................................................478
EIZO Corporation .....................................349
ELDIS Pardubice, s.r.o. ............................460
Electronic Navigation Research 
   Institute (ENRI) .......................................959
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University ...1212
ENAC ........................................................480
ENAIRE .....................................................844
Enav ..........................................................927
ENGIE Ineo ...............................................242
Entry Point North ......................................943
ERA a.s. ....................................................367
Esterline Belgium bvba ............................213
EUROCAE .................................................889
EUROCONTROL ......................................849
EUROCONTROL's Network 
   Manager .................................................889
European Aviation Safety Agency 
   (EASA) ....................................................889
European Commission .............................889
European Defence Agency ......................889
Evans Consoles Incorporated................1101
Eventide Inc. ...........................................1204
everis Aerospace and Defense ................881
FAA Managers Association ....................1330
Federal State Unitary Enterprise 
   (State Research Institute of 
   Aviation Systems) ..................................149
Finavia Corporation ................................1362
Forum Systems ......................................1332
Frequentis AG ...........................................526
Fujitsu Limited ..........................................961

G-H-I
GECI Española S.A. .................................562
General Dynamics Mission 
   Systems .................................................157
GESAB ......................................................246
Glarun Technology Co., Ltd. ..................1303
GLOSS SRL ............................................1342
GMV AEROSPACE AND 
   DEFENCE, S.A.U. ................................1210
GroupEAD Europe S.L. ............................590
Gryphon Sensors, LLC ...........................1201
Guntermann & Drunck GmbH .................337

Harris Corporation ....................................426
Helios ........................................................333
HENAME, Inc. .........................................1356
Hensoldt - Airbus DS Electronics ..........1117
HIS Hermieu International Supply ..........880B
Honeywell .................................................863
HungaroControl Pte. Ltd. .......................1218
IATAS - International Air Traffic 
   Automation Systems ...........................1163
ICAO ........................................................1216
IDS Ingegneria Dei Sistemi S.p.A. .........1197
IHS Jane's ...............................................1191
IHSE GmbH ..............................................407
Imtradex ....................................................209
Indra ..........................................................553
Ineco, S.A..................................................845
Infinite Technologies .................................836
Ingeniería de Sistemas para 
   la Defensa de España .........................1215
Inmarsat Aviation ....................................1169
Insero Software .........................................851
INSTER Tecnología y 
   Comunicaciones, S.A.U. .......................260
Integra A/S ................................................851
Integra Aviation Academy ........................851
Intelcan......................................................965
Intersoft Electronics NV ............................967
Isavia - Icelandic ANS ..............................953

J-K-L
Japan Air Navigation Systems for 
   Overseas Association (JANSOA) ..........961
Japan Radio Co. Ltd ................................961
JMA Solutions ........................................1370
Jotron AS. ...............................................1141
Klising d.o.o. ...........................................1189
Knürr Technical Furniture GmbH .............217
KONGSBERG - Indra Navia - 
   Avinor ...................................................1143
L-3 ESSCO .............................................1231
LAIC AG ....................................................494
Leidos .......................................................405
Leonardo SpA .........................................1151
LEOSPHERE .............................................359
Luciad .......................................................139
Lund Halsey (Console Systems) 
   Limited .................................................1226
m-click.aero GmbH ..................................137

M-N-O
M.E.P. ......................................................1336
M.T. srl .......................................................496

Mestalla .....................................................800
Micro Nav Ltd ...........................................542
MicroStep-MIS, spol. s r.o. ......................244
The MITRE Corporation ...........................574
Mitsubishi Electric ....................................961
Moog Inc. ................................................1334
MOPIENS ..................................................215
Nanjing LES Information 
   Technology Co., Ltd. .............................301
National Air Traffic Controllers 
   Association ..........................................1316
NATS .........................................................890
Nautel ......................................................1304
NAVBLUE Ltd .........................................1211
NAV CANADA ...........................................826
NEC Corporation ......................................963
NedGraphics BV .......................................881
NITA, LLC ..................................................241
NLR-Netherlands Aerospace 
   Centre ....................................................951
Northrop Grumman ..................................431
NTT DATA Corporation .............................881
OCEM Energy Technology srl ..................155
Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd. ..................961
Oman Aircraft Control College ...............1301
Onur Muhendislik A.S.............................1229

P-Q-R
Paris Lodron University Salzburg ...........1214
Plantronics, Inc. ........................................304
Polomarconi Telsa SpA  ...........................971
PrecisionHawk ..........................................141
Press Interview Lounge ..........................1360
PRS Polish Radome Services ................1257
R.A. ROMATSA .......................................1167
R.I.S.K. Company ...................................1261
Radome Services LLC .............................207
RAMET a.s. .............................................1221
Raymetrics SA ..........................................303
Raytheon Company .................................887
Red Hat, Inc. ...........................................1332
RETIA, a.s. ................................................260
RHOTHETA Elektronik GmbH ................1255
Rigil Corporation .......................................117
Rockwell Collins .......................................973
Rohde & Schwarz GmbH & Co................586
RYMSA RF ..............................................1265

S-T-U-V
Saab AB ....................................................305
Saint-Gobain ...........................................1301
Saipher ATC ............................................1346

Schneider Electric.....................................572
Scintec AG ..............................................1206
Searidge Technologies .............................826
Sennheiser Communications 
   ATC/C3 Government Systems..............921
Servicios y Estudios para la 
   Navegación Aérea y la Seguridad 
   Aeronáutica (SENASA) ..........................847
SESAR Deployment Manager..................889
SESAR  .....................................................889
Si ATM .....................................................1171
SITAONAIR ...............................................434
SITTI ..........................................................571
skyguide - swiss air navigation 
   services ltd. ..........................................1220
Skysoft-ATM ...........................................1220
Snowflake Software .................................115
Solace .....................................................1366
SOLITEC Software Solutions 
   GesmbH .................................................590
Sopra Steria ..............................................488
SPINNER GmbH ....................................1352
STR-SpeechTech Ltd. ........................... 880A
Sunhillo Corporation .................................807
T-CZ, a.s. .................................................1139
TACO Antenna ........................................1202
Technical University of Madrid - 
   UPM .....................................................1324
Telerad .......................................................260
Terma A/S ...............................................1354
Tern Systems ............................................953
Thales ........................................................515
Think Research Limited ............................339
Thinking Space Systems Limited ..........1235
Thruput Limited ........................................401
Toshiba Corporation .................................883
UFA, Inc. ...................................................882
Unifly nv ....................................................151
Vaisala Oyj.................................................446
Vitrociset ...................................................540
VNIIRA .....................................................1358

W-X-Y-Z
Wake Watch ............................................1344
WEY Technology AG ..............................1220
WIDE .......................................................1213
World ATM Congress ...............................105
Zodiac Arresting Systems ........................900

—List as of 8 March

KVM FROM G&D IT control that towers 
above the rest

From the ANSP to the controller to the technician, 
everyone’s better off with KVM.

For the service provider, KVM adds flexibility to IT 
infrastructure. It enables emergency work-arounds, 
improves workflows, adds reliability to redundancy 
concepts and provides continuous, uninterrupted IT 
availability.

ATCOs enjoy a computer-free environment. Moving the 
computers to a central location creates less noise, less 
heat and more space to create better working conditions 
in the control room. And the system’s more reliable too!

With KVM, technicians can access several systems 
from a range of locations - not just  their workplace. 
Administration is made easier and maintenance too: 
the computers are stored centrally so no more crawling 
under desks. There’s also more time for maintenance 
because ATCOs can be simply switched to a back-up 
system whenever it’s required. 

For optimum IT system control, improved working 
conditions and increased system safety, there’s only 
one all-round answer – KVM from G&D.

LEADING 
THE WAY IN 
DIGITAL KVM

www.gdsys.de

SEE US AT 
WORLD ATM 

CONGRESS
STAND 337

G&D LS266x184mm2017.indd   1 02/02/2017   17:26
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Thursday 9 March — Free Education

AIREON SPOTLIGHT STAGE

Thursday, 9 March 2017

11.30 – 11.50 ATM Managerial Development Training
Greg Hindson, ENAC

View session abstracts at:
www.worldatmcongress.org/aireon-spotlight-stage

THE FREQUENTIS AVIATION ARENA

Thursday, 9 March 2017 

10.20 – 10.40 Drone Innovation: Detection and Integration Into Civil Aviation
Stéphane Durand and Elodie de Cazenove, DSNA Services; and DSNA Services partners 
Lucas Le Bell and Marc Chiesa.

11.00 – 13.00 GAMMA: A New Vision for ATM Security Management
Giuliano d’Auria and Claudio Porretti, Leonardo; Garik Markarian and Rainer Koelle, 
University of Lancaster; Francesco DI MAIO, ENAV; Tim Stelkens-Kobsch, DLR
Frédéric Duten, Airbus DS

View session abstracts at:
www.worldatmcongress.org/frequentis-aviation-arena

          
 

EUROCONTROL's Stand 849 is the setting of most of EUROCONTROL's events – 
including exhibits, demos, and daily briefings on various topics. EUROCONTROL's 
exhibits and demos will show projects delivering air traffic management performance 
at various levels across Europe and beyond.

More specifically, the focus will be on: 
• The Network Manager and how it contributes to network performance through ATM data.
• Enhanced civil-military cooperation in air traffic management.
• Remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS) solutions.
• System Wide Information Management (SWIM) and how it can enable global data  
   exchange.
• The Maastricht Upper Area Control Centre and its innovative tools and concepts.
• Surveillance infrastructure rationalisation to improve ATM efficiency across Europe 
   and beyond. 

The full programme of events follows. 

Briefings 

Thursday, 9 March 2017

10:30 - 11:00 Using LSSIP Information for ICAO ASBU Monitoring and ATM 
Master Plan Monitoring
Danny Debals, Head of Pan-European Planning, Monitoring and Reporting, 
EUROCONTROL; Sven Halle, ICAO Regional Office

11:15 - 11:45 The Total ATM: MUAC ATM Knowledge Centre (MAKC)
Flemming Nyrup, Senior Manager MAKC; and Robin Hickson, Senior Manager MAKC, 
Maastricht Upper Airspace Control Centre (MUAC)

EUROCONTROL

View session details at:
www.eurocontrol.int/eurocontrol-world-atm-congress-2017

The SESAR Stand and Exchange Theatre (889) features a wide variety of sessions, 
which will illustrate with concrete examples how SESAR works with their partners and 
with the air navigation service providers (ANSPs), airports, airspace users, industry, the 
scientific community and staff associations represented through the SESAR JU and 
SESAR DM partnerships. The featured activities will demonstrate the benefits that this 
coordinated approach are bringing to airspace users and passengers, and the overall 
European economy. 

Thursday, 9 March 2017

Agenda At a Glance

10:30 – 11:15  Automation

11:30 – 12:30  Exploring Future Solutions

12:45 – 13:30  SESAR Calls

SESAR EXCHANGE THEATRE

View session descriptions at:
www.worldatmcongress.org/sesar-exchange-theatre

FABEC ATM THEATRE
Thursday, 9 March 2017

10.00 – 13:40 SESAR 2020 Exploratory Research: Human Factors Supporting 
Automation in ATM
Organised by AUTOPACE Project

 AGENDA
10:00 – 10:20 Workshop Introduction, Objectives and Agenda Presentation
Alessandro Prister, SJU; Fernando Gómez, Technical University of Madrid (UPM)

10:20 – 10:40   AUTOPACE: Psychological Modelling to Support Automation 
Assessment
Eva Puntero, CRIDA

10:40 – 11:00 STRESS and MOTO: Neurophysiological Indexes to Support 
Automation Design
Stefano Bonelli, Deep Blue

11:00 – 11:20 MINIMA: Vigilance and Attention as Trigger for Adaptive 
Automation
Andreas Hasselberg, DLR

11:20 – 11:40 TACO: Human-Automation Collaboration and Dynamic Allocation 
of Surface Management Tasks
Martina Ragosta, Deep Blue

11:40 – 12:00 AGENT: Enhancing AU’s to Support ATCO’s Conflict Resolution 
Tasks
Miguel Angel Piera Eroles, Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona; Dr. Francisco Javier 
Saez, Cranfield University

12:00 – 12:20 RETINA: Resilient Synthetic Vision for Advanced Control Tower 
Air Navigation Service Provision
Sara Bagassi, University of Bologna

12:20 – 12:40 PACAS: A Gamified and Automated-Reasoning Solution for 
Participatory Change Management in European ATM Systems
Martina Ragosta, Deep Blue

12:40-13:40 Open Discussion and Wrap-Up
Fernando Gómez, Technical University of Madrid (UPM)

View session abstracts at:
www.worldatmcongress.org/fabec-atm-theatre
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Not only are remote towers 
now a reality, but several live 
trials have been completed 

in Europe. During a Wednesday af-
ternoon EUROCONTROL workshop, 
representatives from three ANSPs 
gave details on their remote tower 
initiatives and answered audience 
questions.  

Daniele Teotino, Head of SES-
AR JU Activity Coordination, ENAV 
SpA, said ENAV’s two-year project 
at Milano Malpensa was completed 
in November 2016. Malpensa is the 
third-largest Italian airport in terms of 
movement, with a traffic volume of 
160,000. The remote trials included 
25 hours in passive shadow mode 
and 10 hours of live trials. There were 
118 movements during the live trials.

Technology included panoramic 
and distributed camera airport views. 
Five “hot-spot” cameras ensured au-
tomatic detection of aircraft in each 
location. There was also an integrat-
ed display of surveillance data, elec-
tronic flight strips, advanced surface 
movement guidance and control 
systems (A-SMGCS), and custom-
ised overlays. In addition, there were 
infrared cameras, which Teotino said 
were not necessary at night but were 
good for low-visibility conditions.

 “Eight controllers took part, and 
feedback in terms of feasibility and 
usability of the concept was positive. 
But some additional work and study 
is required,” he said. Overall, Teotino 
said controllers were surprised by the 
high quality of the images, and how 
they could provide more information 
than seen by the human eye.  

Teotino noted that there are 42 air-
ports in Italy, half of which are regional, 
low-density, and economically chal-
lenged. Remote towers could be so-
lutions, he said, but guidelines would 
need to be addressed by SESAR. 

In Hungary, HungaroControl 
conducted remote tower live tri-
als to determine what to do with 
the aging tower for the two-runway, 
90,000-traffic volume Budapest Air-
port. “We had to decide whether to 
renovate the tower, build a new one, 
or try to implement a remote tower 
as a permanent solution,” said Dezso 
Dudas, Chief Research and Develop-
ment Architect, HungaroControl. 

The Budapest remote tower tri-
als included 405 hours in passive 
shadow mode and 125 hours of 
live trials. There were 586 move-
ments during the live trials. Tech-
nology included matrix presentation 
of the aerodrome by a distributed 

camera system, integrated surface 
surveillance data, electronic lists, A-
SMGCS, and customised overlays. 
There were also customised control-
ler-working positions. 

Dudas said the trials were so suc-
cessful that HungaroControl expects 
to implement remote tower technolo-
gy as the airport’s live solution within 
two years.

“Our 13 air traffic controllers had 

doubts it would work, but by the end 
of the trial they were convinced,” he 
said. “The surprising thing is that 
nothing unexpected happened.” 
HungaroControl hired a human-
change management specialist to 
help with the transition. 

On the island of Jersey in the Eng-
lish Channel, the Ports of Jersey 

From left, Marcus Cochrane, ATC Program Manager/ATCO, Ports of Jersey, 
Daniele Teotino, Head of SESAR JU activity coordination, ENAV SpA, and Dezso 
Dudas, Chief Research and Development Architect, HungaroControl, talk about 
remote tower live trials.

Three ANSPs Share Details of Their Remote Tower Live Trials

» continued on page 8

http://www.atech.com.br
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Snowflake Software, a pro-
vider of cloud and on-prem-
ise software solutions for the 

aviation industry, is working with the 
UAE General Civil Aviation Authority 
(GCAA) to pursue a vision of shar-
ing consolidated and authoritative 
flight information across the UAE 
Flight Information Region (FIR) and 
its neighbours.

Snowflake will deploy the Lami-
nar Data Platform to manage flight 
data in compliance with the SWIM 
concept for the GCAA SWIM Gate-
way. Scheduled to be operational 
in 2018, the SWIM Gateway will 
receive, validate, and publish the 
most up-to-date flight planning and 
strategic tactical flow management 
data, which will provide a platform 
for information exchange amongst 
all stakeholders in the region.

The SWIM Gateway will provide 
the Sheikh Zayed Air Navigation 
Centre with consolidated informa-
tion for all planned and active flights 
in the UAE. Detailed information, 
such as estimated landing times and 
controlled take-off times will be ac-
cessible to all stakeholders includ-
ing airline operators and airports. 
Stakeholders will be able to receive 
high quality flight information in real-
time through open interfaces with 
their decision making applications 
and to share information back, after 
the data is validated by the platform. 

As such, the SWIM Gateway will 
transform the collaborative decision 
making processes in the region.

Built using an open modular archi-
tecture, the SWIM Gateway supports 
advanced configuration of additional 
business logic as an enabler for a 
next generation ATM system includ-
ing Globally Interoperable Systems 
and Data – Flight and Flow Informa-
tion for Collaborative Environment 
(FF-ICE, ICAO ASBU B2-25).

His Excellency Saif Al Suwaidi, 
the Director General of UAE GCAA 
stated that “The SWIM Gateway will 
be one of the many developments 
that will place the UAE aviation in-
dustry in the global arena of seam-
less air traffic management.” His 
Excellency emphasised on the im-
portance of information sharing in a 
secure and timely manner to ensure 
the allocation of sufficient amount of 
resources to maintain sustainability. 
His Excellency added that these ini-
tiatives are to fulfil the UAE GCAA 
vision of a leading, safe, secure, 
and sustainable civil aviation system 
with a clear responsibility to future 
generations by effective manage-
ment of available resources today.

The Laminar Data Platform pro-
vides the data management func-
tionality for SWIM Gateway by 
sourcing, fusing and managing real-
time flight data from multiple data 
providers such as EUROCONTROL, 

On the implementation 
of new technology:

“The concern is are 
we making it better 
and safer? Or are we 
just changing because 
it is the hot thing to 
do? Change is good if 
it makes it safer and 
better, but if it doesn’t 
there is no reason to 
change.” 

– Paul Rinaldi, 
President, National Air Traffic 
Controllers Association 
(NATCA)

UAE’s GCAA Selects Snowflake Software’s Laminar 
Data Platform for SWIM Gateway

NMB2B, the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration, and local automation 
and airline flight planning systems.

Ian Painter, CEO of Snowflake 
Software, said, “We are dedicated 
to achieving a single, unified view 
of a flight across airlines, airports, 
and ANSPs because we believe that 
real time access to this fused and 
harmonised data improves collab-
orative decision making in strate-
gic and tactical ATM services. We 
are delighted that the Laminar Data 
Platform will serve the GCAA and its 

stakeholders in the region as they 
take the lead in global system in-
teroperability via SWIM.” 

Sheikh Zayed Air Navigation Cen-
tre is the most advanced air traffic 
control facility in the Middle East 
handling more than 2,500 air traffic 
movements a day. The centre has 
added five additional sectors to ca-
ter for the annual growth of seven 
percent.  The growth is predicted to 
continue through 2030 and the cen-
tre is capable of handling two million 
air traffic movements per year.  

UAE’s GCAA commemorates Snowflake’s Laminar Data Platform. 

ANSP is planning to start re-
mote tower live trials in June, 
said Marcus Cochrane, ATC 
Program Manager/ATCO, Ports 
of Jersey.

Jersey airport has a traffic 
volume of 47,000. Cochrane 
said the live trials will include 
panoramic out-of-the-window 
views of the entire airport, pan-
tilt-zoom cameras providing 
detailed hot-spot surveillance, 
and customised visual con-
cept-of-operations for tower 
contingency. 

“It’s important to identify 
what you want to achieve,” 
Cochrane said. “One size does 
not fit all, and you can have 
‘death by technology’ for con-
trollers. From a user’s point of 
view, we need to answer ques-
tions like ‘is it a distraction, 
what benefit will it provide, and 
is it appropriate for the task we 
want to achieve?’”

Remote Towers
» continued from page 7

“World ATM has provided 
the opportunity to expand 
our partnerships and 
connections with other 
partners within the 
industry globally… the 
reception to the UAV 
technology has been 
great and we are 
continuing to connect 
with companies 
interested in integrating 
our technology.” 

–Tyler Collins of PrecisionHawk 
(Stand 141)
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With dedicated infrastruc-
tures in Italy and the UK, 
Leonardo is technology 

partner with government institutions, 
commercial, and financial organisa-
tions, for activities related to the pre-
vention, monitoring, and manage-
ment of cybersecurity. At World ATM 
Congress, the company is showcas-
ing ATM cyber-protected products 
and solutions, leveraging the key 
experience through the NATO Com-
puter Incident Response - Full Op-
erational Capability (NCIRC - FOC) 
programme. It’s the biggest initiative 
ever developed in this sector outside 
the US. It’s able to guarantee cyber-
security of information and informa-
tion and communications technology 

ATC communications
As a trusted supplier to air traffic control agencies and 
airport operators, we plan and implement turnkey com-
munications solutions. IP-based ATC communications 
networks as the key link between controllers and pilots 
are protected against cyberattacks.
Our systems and equipment are both exceptionally reliable 
and future-ready. ATC customers in more than 80 countries 
and 200 airports rely on us. 

More about ATC solutions:
www.rohde-schwarz.com/ad/atc

Visit us at  
World ATM Congress 
Hall 9, Booth 586

ATC_274x188._eindd.indd   1 22.02.17   10:14 Uhr

World ATM Now sat down with 
The MITRE Corporation yes-

terday to discuss all things FFRDC 
(federally funded research and de-
velopment centers). MITRE, which 
operates seven FFRDCs, is a long-
time supporter of World ATM Con-
gress and its organizers CANSO and 
ATCA. “We focus on those big, hard 
challenges around the world. We’ve 
been doing international work for 40 
years in over 50 countries. It’s a small 
but important and valuable part of 
our business. Everything we do inter-
nationally is with the consent of the 
FAA and is in the interest of the US. 
“...we’ve chosen to be constrained 
by these seven FFRDCs. It’s not a 

model for everybody, but it allows us 
to have this close relationship with 
government and industry,” said Lil-
lian Ryals, Director, Senior Vice Presi-
dent, and General Manager, Center 
for Advanced Aviation System De-
velopment, The MITRE Corporation. 
“MITRE was one of the initial CANSO 
associate members. We’ve supported 
World ATM Congress since the begin-
ning. We see it as a quick look at the 
global perspective. We can get some 
time with senior executives from gov-
ernments, ANSPs, regulators, and 
research organisations around the 
world,” she continued. Learn more 
about MITRE, FFRDCs, and read the 
full article in the ATCA Bulletin.

Leonardo’s ATM Cyber Solutions Presented
infrastructure across 52 NATO sites 
in 29 different countries. Davide Ci-
oppi, Director, Traffic Systems line 
of business at Leonardo Security 
and Information Systems Division, 
said: “Leonardo can offer embed-
ded ATM security solutions at deliv-
ery, together with a round-the-clock 
support service via Security Opera-
tion Centre (SOC) at the customer’s 
premises or through remote services 
that we can provide using our in-
ternal SOCs.” Today, the company, 
with the role of project leader, is also 
presenting a speech on Global ATM 
Security Management (GAMMA), a 
project that addresses new threats to 
ATM and aims to develop solutions 
to emerging vulnerabilities.

MITRE’s Lillian Ryals Talks FFRDCs 
and International Ventures

http://www.rohde-schwarz.com/ad/atc
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Collaboration is Key in Today’s Technological World

» continued on page 12

Todd Donovan, Vice President Strategy & Marketing, Thales Air Traffic 
Management, responds to questions during Session Three: Information 
Technology and the Culture of Collaboration.

As the Snapchat generation 
enters the air traffic man-
agement (ATM) workplace in 

greater numbers, collaboration is 
becoming more important than ever, 
said Martin Rolfe, CEO, NATS, dur-
ing a Wednesday morning Confer-
ence Programme session. 

“The new generations are abso-
lutely au fait with digital technology 
and collaboration,” he said. “But I 
would argue that collaboration with 
all of the players in the ATM industry 
is much less mature than that.”

Rolfe led panelists in a discussion 
of how the complex ATM world can 
adapt in order to use information 
technology nimbly and effectively, 
and also collaborate with tech-driv-
en younger generations. “Our indus-
try is only moderately willing to take 
on change, and so the people driv-
ing that change are going to think 
this industry is pretty boring,” he 
said. 

Florian Guillermet, Executive Di-
rector, SESAR Joint Undertaking, 
said the ATM industry tends to use 
technology only to mimic what it’s 
previously done. “But I don’t think 
that fits any more into the new pic-
ture of connectivity of aviation,” he 
said. “The main challenge I see is 

how do we bring on board the regu-
latory side? I see some sort of resis-
tance; even technology is seen as a 
risk from that standpoint. I could ar-
gue that this attitude could become 
unsafe in the world we live in.”

For instance, Guillermet said, 
when regulators answer the ques-
tion, ‘Tell me how you see the future 
in 2030,’ they say they see the same 

thing we have today, but we have to 
spend 500 million euros on it.” 

This also applies to cybersecu-
rity, Guillermet said. “We are being 
advised by the SESAR Scientific 
Committee that if we stay as we are 
today, we will be protected because 
nobody is able to code in Fortran. 
But if we move into the new world, 
we have to be state-of-the-art to en-

sure security. We can’t be stuck be-
tween the two worlds.” 

Todd Donovan, Vice President, 
Strategy and Marketing, Thales Air 
Traffic Management, said the collabo-
ration issue is not a technology prob-
lem, but rather a mindset problem.  

“We should admit the fact that we 
have been losing people to the new 
tech industries,” he said. “But drones 
and UTM are an opportunity to make 
the business more interesting and 
reinvigorate the attractiveness of our 
industry. They’re a way to reshape 
the industry for the next generation.”

Eldar Hauge, Managing Director, 
Indra Navia AS, said ANSPs tend to 

“Drones and UTM 
are an opportunity to 
make the business 
more interesting and 
reinvigorate the at-
tractiveness of our 
industry. They’re a 
way to reshape the 
industry for the next 
generation.”
–Todd Donovan, Thales Air 
Traffic Management
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What’s the best way to create 
a culture of performance 
and innovation in air traffic 

management? Four experts weighed 
in during a Tuesday morning Confer-
ence Programme session.

Moderator Steve McMahon, Dep-
uty Vice President, Safety and Tech-
nical Training, Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration, kicked off the session 
with a series of questions.

How do you embrace innova-
tion in air traffic management 
without compromising safety?

Stephen Angus, Executive Gener-
al Manager, Air Navigation Services, 
Airservices Australia, said technol-
ogy is an enabler, but safety is all 
about having strong leadership and 
a focus on delivering the right out-
comes. 

Chris Metts, Vice President, Glob-
al Aviation and ATM, Harris Corpo-
ration, compared adapting to new 
technology with a recent visit he had 
with his young granddaughter. She 
was being introduced to new foods, 
and Metts was reminded of the say-
ing that people need to try some-
thing at least seven times before 
they embrace it. “It’s like we need to 
effectively communicate how good 
Brussels sprouts might be to an or-
ganisation,” he said. 

There’s a common perception 
that safety-focused organisations 
resist change. Why do people 
think air traffic management is re-
sistant to change?

Patrik Peters, President and CEO, 
International Federation of Air Traf-
fic Controllers’ Organizations (IF-
ACTA): Controllers aren’t resistant to 
change, but we have opinions about 

Different Ingredients Needed to Create a Brave New ATM World
what’s needed to make our job eas-
ier. We want to be involved in that 
change management, and also have 
training that’s necessary to operate 
a new technology. Very often we 
see controllers are being confronted 
with change, but are not part of that 
change. 

Gilbert Macharia Kibe, Director 
General, Kenya Aviation Authority: 
The entire spectrum should be in-
volved in research and development, 
so we have a sense of ownership of 
the technology being introduced.

All too often in air traffic man-
agement, change is driven by 
a catalyst, like a disaster. What 
can we do to be more proactive 
technologically before something 
happens?

Metts: There’s a lot of innovation, 
but the ability to communicate that 
innovation is separate. We’re wast-
ing our research and development 
dollars by going in one direction, 
while not capturing where the or-
ganisations need to go from a regu-
latory and innovation standpoint. 

Peters: Technology needs to be 
sexy, so to speak. If we have an HMI 
(human-machine interface) that is 
nice to work with, and we have the 
training so we know what to expect, 
we embrace it. We have aviation ac-
cidents mainly because training is 
insufficient. Technology is easy to 
implement, but that’s only 10 per-
cent of the game. Ninety percent is 
investment in the human.

How do we ensure that if a deg-
radation of capabilities occurs in 
a technology, humans can jump 
in? How do we keep people ready 
to engage?

Chris Metts, Vice President, Global Aviation and ATM, Harris Corporation, 
responds to a question during Session Two: Creating a Performance and 
Innovation Culture in ATM.

Angus: I think we’ve moved past 
the idea that more data is fantastic. 
More data can actually be clutter. 
Now, we’re decluttering systems so 
humans can make a clearer decision 
and do a more effective job. 

Peters: If you’re relying on auto-
mation, you need to know where it 
doesn’t automate your work any-
more, and where you as a control-
ler need to jump in and disconnect. 
Every year, controllers need to go 
through training to know what hap-
pens when automation fails. 

How do you encourage a safety 
culture? 

Kibe: We wanted to have a sys-
tem where people do not get penal-
ised for reporting. Six months ago, 
we came up with a system for volun-
tary occurrence reporting, and have 

found it’s far more effective than any 
other system we’ve used. 

What job-satisfaction drivers are 
important to attracting and retaining 
the most qualified workforce? 

Kibe: We’ve not been effective at 
sensitising the general population 
that they can become air traffic con-
trollers. We’re reaching out through 
schools, new platforms, and men-
tors that speak out about different 
careers in aviation. We need to show 
that aviation does provide a good 
working environment. 

Angus: We must have an enter-
prise-sharing attitude, so we’re em-
ploying new, different people who 
come to work feeling they’re part 
of the future. Our business model 
is changing radically for a very, very 
different future. 

Yesterday, Searidge Technolo-
gies, Stand 826, global pro-
vider of remote tower and air-

port surface optimisation solutions 
to ANSPs and airports unveiled Ai-
mee, an advanced neural network 
framework for development of artifi-
cial intelligence (AI) based solutions 
for air traffic control and airport ef-
ficiency.

Searidge has been working with 
artificial intelligence for several years 
with its vision processing/remote 
tower technology. Leveraging this 
experience into the development of 
Aimee and extending the platform 
to include new functional areas has 
laid the foundation for an exciting 
new era in ATM technology. Aimee 
has been developed to greatly sim-
plify the configuration and training of 
neural networks with large and com-
plex data sets; to allow the continu-
ous evaluation and testing of output; 
and most importantly, to predict and 
certify performance within a safety 
critical context.

Aimee has four key functional 
areas: Computer Vision Process-
ing (Remote/Digital Tower Video); 
Natural Language Processing (Con-
troller-Pilot Radio Telephony); Flight 
Data/Surveillance Processing and 
Analysis; and Weather Processing. 
Aimee allows ATC and airport stake-
holders to leverage the deep learn-
ing in each of these functional areas 
to build robust and safe AI-powered 
applications.

“Artificial intelligence is enabling 
a new tier of applications across 
all of aviation, and with Aimee we 
are making it easy for our custom-
ers to conceive, develop, and im-
plement new operational solutions 
that enhance safety and improve 
efficiency,” said Alex Sauriol, CTO, 
Searidge Technologies. “Along with 
our commitment to open standards 
and interoperability, we hope Aimee 
can help with a new generation of 
challenges and opportunities from 
drone safety and security to digital 
towers and global ADS-B.”

Searidge Introduces Aimee –
Artificial Intelligence Platform for ATM
Advanced AI Capabilities to Improve Aviation Safety and Operational Efficiency

which he views as a significant 
concern with UAVs. However, he 
believes it’s not an ANSP issue, but 
rather a community issue. “A cam-
era on a drone is no different than a 
guy using a telephoto lens from his 
25th floor residence,” he said.

Sean Cassidy, Director, Safety & 
Regulatory Affairs, Amazon Prime 
Air, said UAV regulatory protocols 
could be borrowed from the tele-
communications industry, but need 
to be leveraged for safety.

Amazon, which is conducting 
its first customer trial in the United 
Kingdom, doesn’t see itself as an 
ANSP, Cassidy said. But it’s quite 
cognizant that it will be “tarred with 
the same brush if there is a drone 
incident.” 

“We travel around the planet to 
talk on panels,” he added, “But 
how are we going to get to the 
point where we truly have coor-
dination on guidelines and stan-

dards, and how are we going to 
fill the gaps?” He believes that 
the answer is to triage—“look at 
the things that are most important 
and concentrate on that.”

Marc Kegelaers, CEO, Unifly 
nv, said ATM is a highly sophis-
ticated industry that communi-
cates in ways that are often in-
comprehensible to UAV users. 

“How do we take the massive 
amount of information that no 
one else understands and com-
municate it to the person who 
just wants to fly his drone?” he 
asked. “Much of the acceptance 
of drones in our industry depends 
on how we connect to the end 
user.”

Craig Marcinkowski, Direc-
tor, Strategy & Business Devel-
opment, Gryphon Sensors, said 
over the last 12 to 18 months, the 
challenge has shifted back to the 
UAV industry to show the ATM 
world that drone systems are safe 
and secure.  

Drones
» continued from page 1
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Crowds gather before the Single European Sky (SES) Awards Ceremony.

“It’s a clear indication that drones are not a fad. There’s real business there,” 
said Ben Marcus, CEO of AirMap, on the increase in UAS presence at World 
ATM Congress. Also pictured from left: Daniel Rubio, Chief Technology Officer; 
Richard Deakin, Chairman; Ben Marcus, CEO; Kevin Hightower, Head of Flight 
Services; and Pasha Saleh, Vice President, Business Development & Strategic 
Partnerships.

need very detailed specifications, 
which prohibits unique solutions 
that can create efficiency, cost ef-
fectiveness, and collaboration. 

He was seconded by Norbert 
Haslacher, Member of the Ex-
ecutive Board, Frequentis. “In-
formation technology is a global, 
very competitive market. Clients 
want to have the best of breed, 
so they put a lot of pressure on 
the IT industry. That’s what I miss 
with the ATM industry—the pres-
sure to create a solution that de-
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livers the best of breed and best 
value.”

Haslacher also discussed 
“copetition,” or the marriage of 
competition and collaboration. 
This can apply to both airlines 
and ANSPs, which have to coop-
erate but may also be in compe-
tition for the same markets. 

“You can compare ATM to 
telecom,” Hauge said. “Every na-
tion had a telecom provider, but 
then there was deregulation and 
they switched from collaborators 
to competitors. We’re seeing the 
same thing in the ATM industry; 
we’re just 20 years behind.” 

"We are excited to introduce other Japan-based companies through World ATM 
[Congress] in an effort to support and create better partnerships amongst many 
Japanese companies in the industry,” said ENRI’s Kazuyuki Morioka (Stand 959).


